CITY OF

VICTORIA
Committee of the Whole Report
For the Meeting of December 08, 2016

To:

Committee of the Whole

Date:

December 02,2016

From:

Jonathan Huggett, P. Eng.

Subject:

Johnson Street Bridge Replacement Project Quarterly Update

RECOMMENDATION:
That City Council receive this report for information.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Quarterly reports are prepared on the Johnson Street Bridge Replacement Project throughout the
year to keep Council and the community updated on this important project. This is the fourth and final
quarterly report for 2016, with the next one scheduled for March 2017. Should any emergent issues
arise, staff will provide an immediate update to Council.
Work on the steel fabrication continues at two locations in China, these being:
• The main bridge structures, including the falsework to support all of the steel while the bridge
is erected in Victoria, are under fabrication by ZTSS at JingJiang near Shanghai; and
• The span support structures which connect the main bridge steel to the machinery that moves
the bridge being fabricated by QuayQuip in Tianjin.
While much of the fabrication of the main bridge structure is nearing completion at ZTSS, the next
key stages are the horizontal and vertical fit up of all the various components. The fitting of the north
ring to the north truss took considerably longer than expected, though a satisfactory match has now
been achieved. This means that at present the steel fabrication is about a month behind schedule.
ZTSS will be able to learn from the experience of the north side when repeating the fit up for the south
side. There is still 12 months until the opening of the bridge and PCL and ZTSS are working to recover
the schedule slippage. The Project Director, PCL, H&H and MMM will be meeting in early January at
both plants to review progress and schedule, and a further update regarding schedule will be available
after those meetings.
Fabrication by Steward Machine Company regarding mechanical components of the new bridge is
complete. The span drive machinery and some other components are being stored at their facility
until steel erection begins. All four equalizers are installed onsite and within project tolerances; they
will be wrapped as soon as weather permits.
Regarding the span support structure, fabrication is in progress at QuayQuip and this work is not on
the schedule critical path. Progress is being closely monitored to ensure the span support structure
is ready when the main steel span is completed. The span support structure will then be attached to
the rings before shipping to Victoria.
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Onsite activities, including roadworks and civil activities continue. Steps have been taken to enhance
cycle traffic flow by adding an additional cycle ramp from the pedestrian bridge to the eastbound
bridge lanes. Additionally, the Janion plaza interface project has started and is scheduled to be
completed at the end of February 2017; temporary landscaping of the North West plaza has been
completed; detailed design of the hand rails has been finalized and fabrication will soon commence.
Regarding tendering, the design criteria have been prepared by MMM | WSP and have been
circulated to key stakeholders for comment. The final design criteria is anticipated in December 2016.
While awaiting thefinalization of the design criteria, MMM have started work on the conceptual design
of the tendering. PCL will be asked to prepare final cost estimates, for which a planned cost increase
request will be presented to Council. Before any work is undertaken, Council will be requested to
approve the completed tendering proposal.
The bridge remains scheduled to be open to traffic by the end of December 2017 and project
completion is scheduled for March 31, 2018. As noted earlier, schedule is under constant review to
identify opportunities to pull back delays encountered during the fit up of the various components.
On May 5, 2016 Council approved $8,206 million in additional project funding from the Building and
Infrastructure Reserve as part of the 2016 Financial Plan Bylaw, resulting in a current budget of
$105.06 million (see Appendix A).
There will be two more planned project budget increase requests for fendering and public realm.
Should additional unforeseen events occur before the completion of the project, Council will be
advised.
Results of public input are now with the Planning Department staff who are working with a landscape
architect to refine the preferred elements identified by the community into a design that will be shared
with Council in January 2017 along with cost estimates. Staff will also recommend funding options
for Council to consider.
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PURPOSE
As directed by Council, staff provides quarterly reports on the Johnson Street Bridge Replacement
Project throughout the year. This is the fourth and final report for 2016, with the next update scheduled
for March 2017.
STEEL PROGRESS/ FABRICATION/QUALITY ASSURANCE
Work on the steel fabrication continues at 2 locations in China, these being:
• The main bridge structures, including the falsework to support all of the steel while the bridge
is erected in Victoria, are under fabrication by ZTSS at JingJiang near Shanghai; and
• The span support structures which connect the main bridge steel to the machinery that moves
the bridge being fabricated by QuayQuip in Tianjin.
The following diagrams provide visual clarity of the main steel components being fabricated for the
new bridge by ZTSS:
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STEEL FABRICATION BY ZTSS
Work is progressing steadily at the fabrication plant (ZTSS) in China. PCL staff visited the facility in
November. Fabrication of many of the elements such as the trusses, rings, walkways and
counterweights are nearing completion, and so attention is not focussed on the trial fit up work.
Trial fit up is required to ensure that all the components of the bridge will fit together before they are
painted and shipped to Victoria. Trial fit up occurs in two distinct parts as follows:
1. Horizontal fit up
This involves laying the two trusses and two rings on their sides and attempting to ensure that the
three connection points on each truss will properly fit to the corresponding points on the rings. There
are two separate considerations:
• Ensuring that the contact surfaces are machined to the correct tolerances to ensure as much
of the faces of the connection points specified, are in contact with each other.
• The second is that having ensured adequate contact, detailed dimensional checks of the
whole structure are undertaken to make sure there is no resulting distortion of the two
assembled components.
The work is difficult and time consuming and is overseen by a team of inspectors at the plant. PCL
have employed an independent consultant who performs many of the dimensional checks. When
PCL are satisfied that they have achieved adequate fit up, detailed results are then sent to H&H in
New York for analysis. The City then relies on the opinion of the engineer of record for the steelwork,
Keith Griesing and his team of advisors, as to whether the required fit up has been achieved.
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Figure 1 - Three Connection Points

2. Vertical Fit Up
Once horizontal fit up has been achieved, the trusses and their rings are then stood upright to the
position they will finally be installed in and are supported at each end. Many of the critical components
such as the deck cross beams and counterweights are installed and the dimensional checks then
resume. This will be the first time that the relative dimensions of the truss and ring on the north side
can be checked in relation to their positions on the south side. It also allows engineers to check their
theoretical calculations on deflections and ensure all of the fabrication meets the design intent.
A general summary of the steel progress, as per early November is as follows:
•

•

•
•

North truss - horizontal trial assembly has been in progress since our last site visit in August.
As of writing this report, it appears that ZTSS has now achieved acceptable horizontal fit up
of the north truss and north ring
South truss - work has started on horizontal fit up of the south ring and south truss, and ZTSS
are optimistic that their experience from the north side will enable them to proceed more
quickly in reaching an acceptable fit up on the south side.
North ring work - welding of diagonal web MW4 welds are in-progress
South ring work - welding of upper counterweight is in-progress; Ultrasonic Testing is (UT) is
in progress
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•
•
•

Lower counterweight - idle
Orthotropic Steel Deck - assembling and welding of OSD A&D with end floorbeams
Walkway - performed UT of CJP weld beams

Figure 2 Horizontal Thai Fit up of North Side nearing Completion
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